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About This Game

Patrician III - sequel to the award winning game Patrician II - features advanced in-game AI, which adjusts its difficulty based
on experience and ability. In this economic sandbox game you can gain wealth and power in multiple ways - what you will do

with it is up to you. Invite up to 8 of your friends for a multiplayer session via LAN or over the Internet.

Become a fellow of the famous medieval Hanse trading association in the 13th century. Manage the politics, prestige and
economic success in your city and the known parts of Europe! Create a medieval trade empire and expand in to encompass the
whole Old World. Build warehouses, workshops, brickworks and much more to strengthen your financial position in the Hansa.
Gain reputation in your hometown by developing its infrastructure with roads, hospitals, schools and become Lord Mayor thus

gaining full control of the city. Be a famous pirate killer or become one yourself!

Visit the great cities of Hamburg, Stockholm, London, Novgorod, Oslo and more. Explore the Mediterranean as you build your
trade empire. Hold galas to celebrate victory in battle and your town's growth. Run massive trading operations and cope with the

consequences of enhanced seasonal weather effects.

You can raise your standing through town improvement and diplomacy or fill your coffers through piracy and smuggling. Grow
your small town into a major trading centre wielding tremendous economic power today!
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It's fine.
. It's Alpha Zylon! need I say more?. OK this game is awesome. I have yet to win on 7-8 novice paladin dragon cave runs, but I
am getting oh so close. It is RNG based, of course it is it uses dice, but the strategy of using skills to get more dice or converting
unneeded dice to black makes this a lot deeper than Yachttzee :)

I also like the fact that even when you lose, the game gives you basically encounter points which you can put towards upgrades
for the class(s) you just played. It evens the playing field over time if you can just get over the initial spirit crushing run of
losses when you first start the game.

Well worth approx $10 US. Can't wait to see what expansions come out for it.

9 / 10.. great game with nice puzzle, worth the penny spended. highly recommended to buy in bundle !. Coming soon: the
SETTING AND OPTIONS museum cafe' Yea a museum that starts with humor! This is my museum :) Nice little looksy at a
few items. I'm keeping this, to see where their heading!. This was a nice and long waited route and train. If you like high speed
trains this route is for you.Of course there is not much "action" since it's a high speed train but i love it. The only negative i have
for this is that when you are going very fast, you can see the trees in the far popping up cause they didn't have enoigh time to
render.
Overall it's a nice route and i hope for more French routes in the future. I recommend maybe with sale if you don't want to
spend much.
P.S. This route has achievements and it's fairly possible to get them all.. It's good for flavour but not much else. Ok game. I
breezed through the Championship league with ease just to be stymied in the Premier league, not scoring a goal in 20 games.
Seriously?
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It's not a bad game, but there are some technical issues. The game stutters on a 1050 TI, despite looking like a retro game.. Meh
its fun to play but they should add a bit more to it BUT it is good just needs more work.. more like rugby. Zorbit\u2019s Orbits
feels like someone\u2019s first flash game. Jump, shoot, and grapple your way across spherical alien...structures? I guess? The
whole game has a sort of 80s or 90s feel to it, with a \u201ccool guy\u201d blasting aliens and all.

There are five difficulties, and collectible cogs and rocks. It\u2019s a simple game, and the only gripes I have about it are the
odd default controls (which can be changed) and the somewhat...lackluster grappling mechanic. Jumping is floaty, but
manageable, but if you don\u2019t swing at least a little on a grapple point, you may not make it to the next one.

Zorbit's Orbits is a simple game, and I can't condemn it past the grappling thing. I'm pretty neutral towards it, so decide for
yourself if you want it.. A great short indie title that brings up some very interesting and thought-provoking topics in a creative
and artistic way. I'd say that it is well worth 2 euros!

You can check out my video of it here! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj3qWTf2YZ0. Okay, what can be said about
Them & Us, in postive and negative terms?

First of all, it´s 'inspired' by Resident Evil 1, Alone in the Dark and Silent Hill up to a point, where it can be described as a literal
homage. You´ll discover certain scenes in game, that resemble their counterpieces in Resi and SH almost 1 on 1: your first
encounter with a zombie, the moment something breaks through the window in a corridor or you´ll be attacked by a visitor,
spending some time in a bathtub. The atmosphere is thick as hell, and the music and soundeffects are playing no small part in
that. The whole game somewhat resembles the Resident Evil 1 HD Remake, without simply copying it. I really like to idea of
separate 3rd person and classic mode with tank controls, which feel tight and responsive. Graphics are nice and really
atmospheric as well, with lots of little details catching your eye. Puzzles are nice, but I admit, it´s nothing I haven´t seen in
another Resi or SH Game - they´re simply nothing postive or negative, they´re just okay.

Okay, lets come to the critic:
First of all: Combat. Combat in this game is terrible. At least up to the point, where you´ll get the Handgun. Combat with the
knive is borderline impossible. Don´t get me wrong: it´s not just hard, I would have no problem with that. Problem is, in Resi, if
you attack a Zombie with the knive and land a hit, you´ll stagger the enemie for a split-second - just enough to land a second hit.
This doesn´t work here at all. The zombie will come at you unfazed, no matter you hit it, or not. Please, fix this! At least in the
lower difficulity settings, I should have the chance to kill them without being ripped apart.

Second thing bothering me: the performance. I´m fully aware this game is still in early access and probably not really optimized
yet, so - this point won´t affect my verdict, since I´m not really feeling that bothered by it, but it has to be mentioned. I´m having
some pretty nasty framterate drops from 60 fps to about 30-45 without any apparent reason.
Drivers are on the latest (stable) version, and it makes no difference whether im playing on med or very high detail.
(Im playing on an I7 6700k, with 16 gigs of Ram and 2x Radeon RX 580, so that shouldn´t be the problem)

So - recomment it or not?

A clear recommendation, IF you are aware of the current problems this build has. The dev´s are working on it and i really
believe, that this game has the potential to become a real alternative for old school survival horror fans. Give the developers a
chance, you can clearly see the love for the genre, that has been poured into this game.. I've always admired the look of good
graffiti, but never had the inclination or opportunity to try my hand at it in real life.
I consider myself something of an artist, and in the past I've mostly worked digitally, using a Wacom tablet and various digital
art programs.

I've never painted with a spraycan before, so I can't speak on how this game holds up versus reality, but I can say that it feels
really good to me. We've got pressure control on the trigger, and then of course there's the distance and angle that you hold the
can relative to the wall.
To me it feels like a pretty accurate simulation, and I find it a lot of fun to use.

The game provides you with a big collection of pre-defined colours, or you can use various colour wheels and palettes to select
exactly the colour you want.
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There are a variety of different spray caps that you can switch between for different spray dynamics.
I've found that NY Fat Cap is my favourite general purpose one, but I do switch over to Featherduster when I want to do subtle
shading, Thin Cap for small details, and Cyclopes when I want to get nice neat circles.

Right from the start in the first hour or so I found myself producing art that I felt proud of, and which looked like that "good
graffiti" I've always admired. I can't guarantee that everything you paint will turn out amazing, but from what I can see it
provides a very good simulation platform for you to have a go of spray painting, and enough depth to let you create beautiful art
if you're willing to put the time into it.

I've had trouble connecting with friends in multiplayer sometimes, but with perseverance we've managed to get together and
have a lot of fun collaborating. Art with friends is always something I enjoy, so I'm glad this game supports that.. Have not
played it much, but excellent Graphics and Game Play.. Enjoyable experience, worthy extension to the original game, can
recommend!. A very colorful piece of♥♥♥♥♥
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